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Bathroom Ventilation Ducts and Fans
Fan Function
Bathroom ventilation systems are designed to exhaust odors and moist air to the home exterior. Typical
systems consist of a ceiling fan unit connected to a duct that terminates at the roof. The fan may be
controlled in one of several ways:





Most are controlled by a conventional wall switch
A timer switch may be mounted on the wall
A wall-mounted humidistat can be pre-set to turn the fan on and off
based on different levels of relative humidity
Newer fans may be very quiet but work just fine. Older fans may be
very noisy or very quiet. If an older fan is quiet, it may not be
working well. Inspectors can test for adequate fan airflow with a
chemical smoke pencil or a powder puff bottle but such tests exceed
the state of Oklahoma’s Standards of Practice.

Bathroom ventilation fans should be inspected for dust buildup that can impede airflow. Particles of
moisture-laden animal dander and lint are attracted to the fan because of its static charge. Inspectors should
comment on dirty fan covers.
Ventilation systems should be installed in all bathrooms. This includes bathrooms with windows since
windows will not be opened during the winter in cold climates.
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Defects:
The following conditions indicate insufficient bathroom
ventilation:







Moisture stains on walls or ceilings
Corrosion of metal
Visible mold on walls or ceilings
Peeling paint or wallpaper
Frost on windows
High levels of humidity

The most common defect related to bathroom ventilation
systems is improper termination of the duct. Vents must
terminate at the home exterior. The most common improper
terminations locations are:

Mid-level in the attic. These are easy to spot.




Beneath the insulation. You need to remember to look. The duct may terminate beneath the insulation
or there may be no duct installed.
Beneath attic vents. The duct must terminate at the home exterior, not just beneath it.
Improperly terminated ventilation systems may appear to work fine from inside the bathroom… you
have to look in the attic or on the roof. Sometimes poorly-installed ducts will loosen or become
disconnected at joints or connections.

Ducts which leak or terminate in attics can cause problems from condensation. Warm, moist air will
condense on cold attic framing, insulation or other materials. This condition has the potential to cause health
or decay problems from mold or to damage materials such as drywall. Moisture also reduces the
effectiveness of thermal insulation.

Mold
Perhaps the most serious consequence of an improper ventilation setup is the potential accumulation of mold
in attics or crawl spaces. Mold may appear as a fuzzy, thread-like, cobwebby fungus although it can never be
identified with certainty without being lab tested. Health problems caused by mold are related to high
concentrations of spores in indoor air. “Spores” are like microscopic seeds, released by mold fungi when
they reproduce. Every home has mold. Moisture levels of about 20% in materials will cause mold colonies to
grow. Inhaling mold spores can cause health problems in those with asthma or allergies and can cause
serious or fatal fungal infections in those with lung disease or compromised immune systems.
Mold is impossible to identify visually and must be tested by a lab in order to be confidently labeled.
Inspectors should refrain from calling anything “mold” but should refer to anything that appears as mold as a
material that “appears to be microbial growth”.
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In order to grow, mold fungi require that the following conditions are present:





Oxygen
Temperatures between approximately 45° F and 85° F
Food. This includes a wider variety of materials found in homes
Moisture

If insufficient levels of any of these requirements exist, all mold growth will stop and fungi will go dormant.
Most are difficult to actually kill.
Even though mold growth may take place in the attic, mold spores can be sucked into the living areas of a
residence by low air pressure. Low air pressure is usually created by the expulsion of household air from
exhaust fans in bathrooms, dryers, kitchens and heating equipment.

Improper ventilation
Ventilation ducts must be made from appropriate materials and oriented effectively in order to ensure that
stale air is properly exhausted.

Ventilation ducts must:








Terminate outdoors. Ducts should never terminate within the building envelope.
Contain a screen or louvered (angled) slats at its termination to prevent bird, rodent and insect entry.
Be as short and straight as possible and avoid turns. Longer ducts allow more time for vapor to
condense and also force the exhaust fan to work harder.
Be insulated, especially in cooler climates. Cold ducts will encourage condensation.
Protrude at least several inches from the roof.
Be equipped with a roof termination cap that protects the duct from the elements.
Installed to manufacturer’s recommendations.

The following tips are helpful although not required.

Ventilation ducts should:
1. Be made from inflexible metal, PVC, or other rigid material. Unlike dryer exhaust vents, they should
not droop.
2. Have smooth interiors. Ridges will encourage vapor to condense, allowing water to backflow into the
exhaust fan or leak through joints onto vulnerable surfaces.
3. Above all else, a bathroom ventilation fan should be connected to a duct capable of venting water
vapor and odors into the outdoors. Mold growth within the bathroom or attic is a clear indication of
improper ventilation that must be corrected in order to avoid structural decay and respiratory health
issues.

